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Any recursively enumerable language is generated by a transformational 
grammar with a type 3 base of trees and with no ordering or control device for 
the transformations. Furthermore, the set of transformation rules depends on 
the alphabet alone. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
From the recent formalizations of transformational grammars (abbre- 
viated T-grammars) it is apparent hat transformation rules constitute a 
powerful generative tool, especially because they make deletions possible. 
It is a result of Ginsburg and Partee (1969) that any recursively enumerable 
language over an alphabet I is generated by a T-grammar with a context-free 
base of trees. The purpose of this note is to strengthen this result by showing 
that (i) a type 3 base of trees is sufficient, (ii) the transformation rules 
depend on I alone, and (iii) neither an ordening of the transformation rules nor 
a control device is needed. Similar results for other formalisms appear in 
the work of Kimball (1967) and Peters and Ritchie (1969). We would like 
to point out that generative capacity is obviously not the most important 
issue concerning T-grammars. Thus, although the ordering of transformation 
rules does not add anything to the generative capacity, it still can be very 
useful in describing linguistic phenomena. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
We assume familiarity with the work of Ginsburg and Partee (1969) on 
part of the reader. By definition, a restricted T-grammar is obtained from the 
T-grammar of Ginsburg and Partee by omitting the last component/2. (This 
last component is a control device in the form of a finite automaton affecting 
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a time-varying partial order among the transformation rules.) The corre- 
sponding simplification is made in the definition of the yield relation:. ~-- r '  
if 
," ~*r ' / ,  (1) 
for some transformation rule T in the grammar. Finally, 
~-- STOP, 
if there are no T and r' such that (1) holds. Otherwise, the definition of the 
language generated by a restricted T-grammar coincides with the definition 
given by Ginsburg and Partee. Thus, in a restricted T-grammar the trans- 
formation rules are applied in an arbitrary order until no one among them is 
applicable. 
In the following theorem we assume that the given recursively enumerable 
language is A-free, i.e., it does not contain the empty word A. This assumption 
is made only because the formalism of Ginsburg and Partee does not allow 
the use of the empty word as a label for a node of a tree. 
THEOREM. For an alphabet I, there is a set R of transformation rules such 
that any recursively enumerable A-free language L o over I is generated by a 
restricted T-grammar with a type 3 base of trees and with R as the set of trans- 
formation rules. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the fact that L 0 can be expressed in 
terms of type 3 languages, Dyck languages, intersections and homomorphisms. 
Type 3 languages are generated by our base of trees, homomorphisms can 
be carried out by transformation rules, and by the latter one can also check 
whether or not a word belongs to a Dyck language or to the intersection of 
two given languages. The details of the proof appear in the following section. 
3. PROOF 
We make the convention that whenever we introduce new alphabets, they 
are assumed to be disjoint from the alphabets previously introduced. 
Let the given alphabet I consist of r -- 1 letters. Let I 1 and I 2 be two new 
alphabets consisting of r + 2 and 2r -[- 8 letters, respectively. (Hence, by 
our convention, the alphabets I, 11 and 12 are pairwise disjoint.) By Ginsburg, 
Greibach, and Harrison (1967), there exists a homomorphism h of I1" onto 
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I*  with the following property. For each recursively enumerable language 
L 0 over I, there exist context-free languages L 1 and L 2 over 11 such that 
L o = h(r I n L2). (2) 
By Ginsburg (1966, pp. 110-114), there exist a Dyck language D over 12 
and a homomorphism h 1of Is* onto I1" with the following property. For each 
context-free language L i over I 1 , a type 3 language Ki over I s can be found 
such that 
L, = hl(D ~ Ki). (3) 
Combining (2) and (3), we may express our recursively enumerable 
language L 0 over I in the form 
L o = h(hl(D n KI) n ha(D n 1£2) ). (4) 
Thereby, K 1 and K s are type 3 languages over 1 s . The Dyck language D, 
as well as the homomorphisms h 1 and h, are determined by the alphabet I 
alone and independent ofL  0 . (The size of the alphabet 1s could be somewhat 
reduced. The number 2r + 8 results directly from the two references given.) 
Futhermore, i fL 0 is A-free then so are K x and K s . In what follows we assume 
that L o is A-free. A restricted T-grammar M generating Lo will now be defined. 
Let Gi,  i = 1, 2, be a type 3 grammar generating the language K i such 
that 
(i) all productions of Gi are of the two forms 
A --+ xA1, x e .[2, (5) 
A -+ x, x e 12, (6) 
where A and A 1 are (not necessarily distinct) nonterminals; 
(ii) the initial symbol Q, of Gi does not appear on the right side of any 
production; and 
(iii) the sets of nonterminals U1 and U2 in G1 and Gs are disjoint. 
Let G be the type 3 grammar with 
U:t u U 2 u {A1, A2} (7) 
as the set of nonterminals, 
&U{ao} (s) 
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as the set of terminals, S 1 as the initial symbol, and with the production set 
consisting of 
(i) all productions of G 2 , 
(ii) all productions (5) of G1, 
(iii) all productions A ~ xS2 where (6) is a production of G1, and 
(iv) the productions $1--~ Q1 and $2--~ a0Q2. Clearly, the language 
generated by G equals KlaoK2 . 
The base of trees in our restricted T-grammar M is defined to consist 
of the trees generated by G. Thus, (7) and (8) are the nonterminal nd terminal 
alphabets of the base, denoted by V --  Z and Z in Ginsburg and Partee (1969). 
The T-grammar M will use also the terminals in I t3 I 1 and the additional 
terminals a 1 , a 2 , as, a4, a5, a6 • Hence, in the notation of Ginsburg and 
Partee, 
Z '  = I u11 u I 2 u {%, al ,  a~, as, a4, as, a6}. 
The dummy variable X and the superscripts (1) and (2) will be used in the 
sense of Ginsburg and Partee. The terminal alphabet of M(2A' in Ginsburg 
and Partee) is L 
There remains the definition of the set R of transformation rules of 21//. 
R consists of the rules T l -T l l  given below. In each rule, the domain statement 
is given on the first line, the structural change statement on the second line. 
Some of the rules are actually finite schemata. 
T1. Q1 
(9  
T2. Hmxx-lX(2)S2 a 1 Q~ 
Thereby, x is a letter o f I  2 and x -1 its mate in the definition of D, i.e., x is a left 
parenthesis, x -1 the corresponding right one. Thus T2 is a schema of r -}- 4 
rules. 




Thereby, x and x -1 are as in T2. 
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T5. O(1)~ ~(2) ~1 u2~1 A ,'~ (X(1)biX(2)a2Q 1 v "'" v Xmb2r+sX(2)a~Q1) 
Thereby,  b 1 ,..., b2r+8 are the letters of 13 . 
T6. azXmxX (2) 
@- -  @- -  hl(x ) --  @.  
Thereby,  x is one of the letters b 1 .... , b2~+s of 13 . I f  hl(x ) = A, then the 
structural change statement reads: @ - -  (~) - -  ~ - -  (~). 
T7. a3Q 1 ^  ,-~ (X(1)blX (2) v "" v Xa)b2~.+s X(2)) 
a 4 - -  @.  
T8. a~X(1)ao Xa)  
T9. asXa)S  2 
a6- -  @ - -  Z .  
7"10. a6Xa)xX  (~) 
@ --  @ --  h(x) --  @.  
Thereby,  x runs through the letters c 1 .... , c~+ 2 of 11 . I f  h(x) = h, then the 
structural change statement reads: @ - -  @ - -  ~ - -  @.  
7"11. a6Q 1 h ~ (X(1)clX (2) v "'" V X(1)cr+2 X(2)) 
~ --  (~). 
Having completed the definition of the restricted T -grammar  M, we now 
verify that M generatesL 0 . In  fact, the auxiliary terminals a I ,..., a n serve the 
purpose of ordering the T-rules.  The  base generates a word klaok2 of the 
language K laoK  2 . T1 duplicates this word and introduces the marker a 1 
between the two copies. The  next rules operate on the leftmost copy. T2 
checks whether or not k 1 belongs to D and, if it does ,  erases k I . T3 changes 
the marker to a 2 , whereafter the corresponding study of k S is performed 
by 714. Then the marker is changed to a a by T5 (provided both k 1 and k S 
belong to D). T5 also erases the leftmost branch of the tree, and the remaining 
rules operate on the r ightmost branch. 716 applies the homomorph ism h 1 
to both h 1 and h 2 . T7  changes the marker to a a , after having checked that all 
applications of hi are made. (Here it is essential that I 1 and 13 are disjoint.) 
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T8 changes the marker to as, provided hi(k1) = hi(k2) (Here it is essential 
that U 1 and U2 are disjoint.) T9 erases the branch dominated by the node 
S~, and changes the marker to a 6 . TIO applies the homomorphism h. After 
having checked that all applications of h are made (I and 11 are disjoint), 
T I I  erases the marker leaving thus, by (4), a word ofL  0 . Because R is inde- 
pendent of L 0 , this completes the proof. 
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